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In nucleus-nucleus collisions there exists a large probability for the
formation of the molecular orbltals of active nucleons in the scattering
systems[1,2].

In nuclear reactions the exact tmentraent of the relative motion and the
account of the recoil effects due to the mass transfer are clearly more
important for the nucleon molecular orbitals than for the electron molecular
orbitals. In order to treat this problem, we discuss first our formalism for
the dynamical treatment of the molecular orbitaj.s by using the base functions
employed in the coupled-reaction-channel (CRC) method.

Then, the rotating molocular orbital (RMO) representation for active
nucleons is applied for the system 1SC • " C and 36S + 3 7C1. We put special
emphasis on a specific molecular orbital state, i.e., covalent molecule which
appears as rotating stable state (k=1/2) with good adiabaticity.

Choice of the Model Hamiltanian

Introducing the following Hamiltonian of the total system consisting of
valence nucleon, n and core nuclei, c, and c2,

H - T(Ri) • Kr,) * V n C i( R l) * VnCi(R2) * V O j O i(x), (1)

we consider the following matrix elements of H,

where the wave functions {$ (r.,t)( are orthonormal set of the base

functions in the whole coordinate space, t, with the eigenstates of the total
angular momentum J and the total parity II. They are defined as a linear
combination of the non-orthogonal base functions which are used in
conventional CRC theory;

$J(rj,Rj.c1c2n)Nj|
/'::(rj,
—1 /?

I $J(rj,Rj.c1c2n)Nj|
/'::(rj,r.) , (3)

J

where N.. is overlap integral of $. and $.. The above quantity H.. is

expressed as,

H. .(r.,r.) - [ ( t . ^ - R . ^ - e ^ . j • l̂  .(r^ JfiCr^) •

(J»)

I -



where t., r and e, are the kinetic energy operator of the relative motion,

the centrifugal potential and the energy of the intrinsic system of channel
"i", respectively. The interaction U gives rise to elastic and inelstic
processes of the active nucleons. The non-local interactions, K and AM cause
transfer processes. The non-locality of these operators reflects the recoil
effects of the particle transfer. We can show the following properties for K
and AM,

K - Oth order of overlap integral, N'(-I-N),
AM * second order of N1

In the grazing region N' takes a value of 0.1. Therefore, AM may be safely
neglected. The non-local operator K is symmetric. This allows us to use the
local approximation of K with the inclusion of the recoil effects.

With the use of the above two approximations we introduce a new operator,"ft,
which is an approximation of H;

6ij + U^Cr) +K.j(r)}, (5)

with r = r.. The above operator 7£ is just the Hamiltonian, which we want to

use in our molecular orbital theory.

The RMO states, * (r,t) are defined as eigenstates of the operator,

(*J£(r)-t(r)) at each point of the distance r;

- t(r))*JM\r,T) - •Yjn<r)#JMn(r.T>, (6)

or by using the transformation matrix A of the diagonalization of the matrix
(•X. (r) - t.(r)6. .}, we have RMO states as a linear combination of the CRC

base functions;

• (r,x) - I <f>± (r,x)A (r) . (7)

In our treatment of molecular orbitals the rotational coupling term for
the relative motion as well as the coupling interaction, U+K is included in
the definition of the molecular orbitals defined as the rotating molecular
orbitals (RMO).

The wave function y . "(E.x) of the total system satisfies the following
equation,

(E -% )VJMn(E,t) - 0 , (8)

with the new effective Hamiltonian fK .

By expanding ¥(E,T) by the RMO base functions (» } (or the orthonormal

CRC base functions {$i\), we have the radial CRC equation with the radial

coupling interaction &"Y (r) (or with the coupling interaction,

Ih . (rJ+Kj^. (r).) From this equation we can get the solution of the scattering

amplitudes. If the effects of the radial coupling A*Vis small, the adiabatic
RMO picture is useful in the description of the scattering systems.
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Covalent Molecules in the Systems, tzC + »*C and **S + "Cl

In order to evaluate the formation of nucleon molecular orbitals, we make
the calculation for the systen)s[2,3], ' 2C + " C and S6S + "Cl, which are
assumed to consist of one neutron plus two core nuclei 12C's and one proton
plus two core nuclei "S's, respectively. In our analysis of the above
systems we consider the channels concerned with the single particle
excitations of " C and 57C1, which are listed in the following table.

I2C + " C system
state
s.p.s.
cfp

gr.,1/2-
pl/2
0.80

3.09MeV 1/2+
s1/2
0.55

3.86MeV 5/2+
d5/2
0.85

l6Si-37Cl system
state gr.3/2+ 1.7MeV1/2+ 3.1MeV7/2- 4.8MeV 3/2- 6.8MeV1/2- 8.35MeV 5/2-
S.p.s. d3/2 sl/2 f7/2 p3/2 pl/2 f5/2
cfp 1.0 0.65 0.80 0.90 0.90 0.90

1) 12c + l3C system

In fig. 1 the full CRC calculation and the calculation with the iterative
procedure of multi-step interactions (U+K) of the order n(n-1,3,5) are
compared with the data at the energy (CM.), 7.8 MeV[2]. Clearly the CRC
results reproduce the data very well. The Born series of the cross section
shows strong divergence.

Hxp CHC 1 step 2 step 5 step

i 4» SO 1J0 160 0 40 80 120 160 0 40

Fig. 1

The strong CRC effects can be incorporated in the adiabatic potentials
'Yfr) given in eq. (6) and the RMO state of "p" is stable, if the adiabatic

condition, \tstfp(r)| < fYld") -*Y (r)| is satisfied.
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In fig. 2 the energy dependence of the S-Matrix, Sxl for the elastic
scattering of the ground channel (p«1,i-1) are shown for the respective
calculations, i.e., Sn(OPT) with the original optical potential, Ul((r) +
Kj,(r), S,,(CRC) with the exact CRC calculation, and Sll(ADB) with the
adiabatic potential "Y (r) for p-1. Clearly the values Sll(ADB) agree much

better with the exact result Sj,(CRC), whereas there are large differences
with the calculation S,,(OPT). Namely, the adiabatic molecular orbital states
(RMO) of "p-1" incorporates the main part of the CRC effects caused by the
off-diagonal interactions of (U+K) with the original orthonormal-CRC
representation.

In fig. 3 the behavior of the density distributions of the active neutron
of the RMO state "p-1" are shown for the distances of r from 3.3fm to 15.9fm.

S-matr ix for I 2C+ I 3C

= -3.0-0.03Eem( CRC
ADB

I OPT +.

O>
II

-90

* +
c
+
O

CO

10

Fig. 2

The formation of the covalent molecule of "p«i" starts at much larger distance
than the grazing distance and grows until the two-core nuclei overlap deeply.
The density distribution of the covalent molecule concentrates between two-
core nuclei, and it is very small on the opposite sides of the core nuclei.
This is the configuration of the covalent molecule due to the hybridization of
the p1/2 negative parity state and d5/2 positive parity state. As shown
later, the covalent molecule of "p-1" consists completly of the K=1/2 state.

2) 7C1 System

In the analysis of this system we employ six channels concerned with the
single particle excitation of the valence proton in 37C1 nucleus[3]. In fig.
1 the full CRC results (solid curves) are compared with the experimental data,
which were maesured by

R. Bilwes, B. Bilwes, L. Stuttge; CRN, Strassbourg,
J. L. Ferrero, J. A. Ruiz; University of Valencia.



The figure also shows the calculation of the CRC with different number of
basis states. With the increase of the channel number the CRC effects become

.OU BO. DO 120.00 160-00

Fig. 4 Fig. 5

stronger and stronger. The mixing of a large number of single particle states
in the system 36S+ $7C1 produces a highly coherent RM0 states as an adiaba-
tically stable state corresponding to the lowest adiabatic potential of p«l.

36S + 37C1 system; Proton Density Distributions J = 63/2+

p =• 1, r = a.64fm

one channel calculation
Id3/2I

three channel calculation
(d3/2, sl/2, £7/2)

po • 4 • - 1636887 trn (49) 7 «Jtxh rH>

six channel calculation
(d3/2,sl/2,f7/2,P3/2,pl/2,f5/2)

po • • r - RUBSOT Im (49) 1J s j m od>

Fig. 6

The mixing coefficients A (r) for the lowest RMO state "p=l " are shown
in f:g. 5 as a function of the distance r . In the grazing region ( 6fm <r<
lOftn) we have an almost pure K-1/2 s ta te , which is a mixed s ta te with al l the



different K-1/2 states employed as the base functions. The purity of the K-
quantura number of p«1 means that the lowest molecular orbitals are stable with
respect to the rotation of the molecular axis.

Fig. 6 shows the calculated proton density for Jn»63/2 + at the two center
distance of r-8.6tfm, which is slightly smaller than the barrier radius. The
one-channel calculation shows a simple superposition of the d3/2 orbitals of
the two centers, the three channel calculation shows the density for the mixed
state, when the s1/2 and f7/2 configuration are Included, and the six-channel
calculation shows the full configuration space. With the inclusion of the
f7/2 state in case (b) we see clearly the effects of the mixing of different
parity states, that is, it induces a dramatic increase of the density at the
center between two 3 6S nuclei and the density in the opposite sides of 36S's
is almost vanished. This tendency is further enhanced, if all the
configurations are included. These density plots show clearly the effects of
the hybridization, which is responsible for the corresponding changes in the
angular distribution of the elastic scattering at backward angles.

Summary

We have defined the molecular orbital states with the effective
Hamiltonian introduced in the space of CRC base functions. Our molecular
orbitals (RMO) include the dynamical effects of the relative motion, i.e., the
effects of the rotation of the molecular axis of the system and the recoil
effects.

We presented the discussion for the scattering systems, l2C +"C and
36S +37C1 with the following results:
1) In the positive parity states of the total system strong channel coupling

with the CRC base-function representation occurs due to the additivity of
the direct and transfer interactions, and due to the different H-parity
mixing of single particle orbits (hybridization).

2) The lowest RMO state is the eigenstate of K=-1/2 and shows the density
distribution of covalent molecule.

3) In the case of 3 6S +37C1 system, in particular, the properties of the
covalent molecules are very conspicuous because of the mixing of a large
number of K=1/2 single-particle orbits with different i-parities, i.e., the
hybridization of the plus parity orbits, d3/2 and si/2 and the minus parity
orbits, f7/2, p3/2,p1/2 and f5/2. We can state that the present case of
3 6S + 3'C1 is the clearest example of the hybridization in nuclear physics.
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